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Cat-Nr: COUNTRYB3

Country Boys 3

Artikel info:-

Pepi (19) a strong lad from Austria temps on a farm during his
holiday. On his first day he instantly has to unload bales of
straw but doesn&acute;t get along with that kind of hard work.
For Eddy (20) who is also unloading Pepi doesn&acute;t work
fast enough and so he provokes the younger guy constantly.
When the trailer is empty they goaded each other that much
that they head to the meadow behind the house to fight
head-to-head. The wiry Eddy challenges Pepi who accepts
immediately. With his enormous power Pepi attacks
womanizer Eddy and throws him to the ground. Eddy is
surprised by his strength because during unloading the straw
Pepi seemed a lot weaker. Has he deceived in Pepi? Eddy
wearing only loose shorts realizes quickly that he is inferior to
Pepis power. But surrender is no option and so he tries to free
himself out of the pins and scissors. But instead of getting free
he has to eat grass and endure nipple torture. Pepi has fun
with his defeated opponent, pressing his head into the grass
and slapping him into the face. Eddy gets more and more
furious but is unable to control the 75kg of his opponent. He is
thrown on the ground again and again and has to suffer a lot
until he finally surrenders totally demolished. 

Play length approx - 42 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Country Boys 3 :

shipping method
Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Saturday 18 August, 2012
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